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Pre-K Math                          Unit 5 (March 13 – April 28) 

Unit Objectives: 

 Encourage ongoing “math talk” 

 CONCEPT REINFORCEMENT - Build competence in understanding of prior content  

 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT - Introduce and reiterate concepts related to making and duplicating patterns 

To do so, please complete the following: 

What When 

 
Intentionally incorporate math talk into classroom routines. 
Video - What is Math Talk?              Video - Promoting Math Talk 

 

 
Daily 

 
Repeat a Math fluency activity daily, as part of your circle time routine. Suggestions include: 

 “Give Me 10” - Throughout the day, announce “It’s time to give me 10!” and engage 
children in 10 reps of a movement activity, such as jumping jacks, clapping hands, or 
hopping. Vary with different numbers and different movements. 

 Select one of these Math Fingerplays and Chants 

 Play Body Count – an On the Go Math game 

 Calendar Math  - Make the date more meaningful by adding a physical response as 
children “count up” to today’s date. For example, if today is March 5th, we clap each 
number leading up to today and then do 5 jumping jacks to reiterate today’s date, as in: 

o Point to May 1 on the calendar, say “1” (clap once). 
o Point to May 2 on the calendar, say “2” (clap twice). 

And so on, up to: 
o Point to May 5 on the calendar, say “5” (clap 5 times). “Hooray! That’s today!” 

(Do 5 jumping jacks, counting each one aloud) 
 

 
Daily 

 
Each day, offer a “Concept Development” experience to introduce and reiterate patterning; 
select from the options on page 2. You will likely need to repeat the Introductory activities more 
than once. 
 

 
Daily 
(see page 2) 

 
Weekly, offer a “Concept Reinforcement” Math center that builds competence in understanding 
prior content; this challenges students to apply the skills they learned with numbers 1-5 to make 
sense of and count groups of up to 10 objects. Students also continue their work with rote 
counting, one-to-one correspondence, cardinality, and number recognition). Select from the 
options on page 3.  
 
Note that concept reinforcement is IN ADDITION TO concept development (measurable 
attributes) as it is intended to assist friends who may need support or are new to the classroom. 
 

 
Weekly 
(see page 3) 
 
 

 

Please Note: As long as the guidelines above are respected AND all of the activities on the following pages are offered at least once 

during Unit 5, timing and pacing decisions (which centers to offer on which days, how many days to offer them, and time of day) are 

at teachers’ discretion and should be based on children’s needs and interests.  

https://videos.files.wordpress.com/CSSXy4Ys/01-mathtalk-overview_dvd.mp4
https://videos.files.wordpress.com/4oj1qIgc/04-mathtalk-promoting_dvd.mp4
http://www.jmpsupport.com/Conference/Math_Fingerplays_and_Chants.pdf
http://creativeconnectionsforkids.com/2013/07/body-count-an-on-the-go-math-game/
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Concept Development: Making and Duplicating Patterns 

Begin with the INTRODUCTION experiences and then offer one of these “Concept Development” experiences daily. Note 

that these experiences are offered IN ADDITION TO “Concept Reinforcement” Math centers, which are offered 1-2 days 

per week (see page 3). Note that when you offer a center, you should offer it for 2-3 days before adding materials. 

CONCEPT INTRODUCTION (Start Here) 
 

1. What is a Pattern? (Introductory Discussion) 

- “When I go to sleep at night, it is dark and the stars are in the 

sky.  Pretend to go to sleep.”  As the children pretend to go to 

sleep, tape a star card to the board. 

- Say, “Wake up!  It’s morning!  What is in the sky during the 

day?”  When the students answer, “The sun,” tape a sun next to 

the star card on the board. 

- Repeat this pattern of pretending to go to sleep (taping the 

star card on the board) and waking up with the class (taping the 

sun on the board) until you have at least three stars and three 

suns on the board in an AB pattern.  

- Pointing, say the pattern together, “Star, sun, star, sun, star, 

sun.’ This is a pattern.  Every day the stars and the sun repeat 

this pattern. 

- Remove suns and stars from the board and repeat the activity 

beginning with the sun first this time. 

 
2. Snacking on Patterns (Introductory Activity) 
- Pass out crackers and paper towels to each student and say, 
“On your paper towel, put your snacks in a pattern, like we did 
with the stars and the sun.”  
- Say, “Tell your neighbor your pattern, like ‘round cracker, 
square cracker.’” 
- Say, “Eat the first two crackers of your pattern (Pause).  Tell 
your neighbor the pattern that is still there.” 
- Continue to eat two pieces and say the rest of the pattern until 
all the pieces are gone.  This is a pre-cursor to recognizing the 
repeating part of the pattern, or repetend. 
(Note that cereal or another snack from the kitchen can be used 
for this activity) 
 
3. Making Connections (Introductory Experiences) 

 Use the art center as a place to explore patterns in 
nature.  Find images of patterns on animals, plants, and 
other natural formations, e.g., zebra stripes, tree bark, 
snowflakes.  Invite the children to say the pattern and 
draw or paint it. 

 Encourage students to discover patterns throughout 
their day and to make connections to the math, for 
example, when they are building with blocks in the 
block corner or when sorting fruit in the kitchen corner.  

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT 
 

Movement Patterns 
- Model the following pattern, but do not specify that it’s an ABC 
pattern:  clap, hop, hands up, clap, hop, hands up.   
- Say, “Show me the first part of the pattern.  (Clap.)  What is the 
next part?  (Hop.)  And the next?  (Hands up.)” 
- Ask, “What should we do after we put our hands up?”  Listen to 
student suggestions, e.g., “Start again! 
- Say, “Yes, this part of the pattern repeats; we can call it the 
repeating part.” 
- Say, “We can show this pattern with cubes.  Let’s choose a 
different color cube for each motion and build a train.”   
- Show the pattern again slowly.  Model building a train with the 
repeating part, e.g., red, green, blue, and continue the pattern 
with student suggestions.   
- Invite students to think of another ABC pattern with simple 
movements, e.g., thumbs up, pat your tummy, and clap.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Patterns with Manipulatives 
Create a center where children can use manipulatives to extend 
patterns.  Linking cubes, beads, buttons, leaves, and rocks can be 
used to create the initial pattern.  Pattern cards can also be 
created for reuse (consider using photographs you’ve captured 
on an iPad). Be sure to provide two complete pattern units 
before asking children to replicate or extend the pattern. 
 
 
Additional Learning Centers 

 Try these simple Block Tower Patterns: 
http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2013/04/pattern-
math-activity.html   

 Try these simple Clothespin Patterns: 
http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2010/04/pattern-
lesson.html  

 Create a set of Lego Pattern Cards, as described here: 
http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/lego-patterns-
cards/  

 Check out the full collection of patterning ideas offered 
at  http://www.prekinders.com/math-patterns/. 

 

http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2013/04/pattern-math-activity.html
http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2013/04/pattern-math-activity.html
http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2010/04/pattern-lesson.html
http://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2010/04/pattern-lesson.html
http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/lego-patterns-cards/
http://www.playdoughtoplato.com/lego-patterns-cards/
http://www.prekinders.com/math-patterns/
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Concept Reinforcement: 

Please offer one of these “Concept Reinforcement” Math centers weekly, for 1-2 days. You are also encouraged to 

repeat any learning experience from Units 1 – 4; repetition is the key to building competence! 

 

Note that “Concept Reinforcement” centers are IN ADDITION TO “Concept Development” experiences, which are 

offered daily (see page 2).  

Number Recognition Dot-to-Dot 
 
Use the process described here to create a 
giant dot-to-dot board. (Note that the 
“dots” are made by gluing pompoms to 
magnets.) 
 
http://b-inspiredmama.com/holiday-dot-
to-dot-counting-games/  
 
You can make a thematic shape or stick 
with simple geometric shapes to reinforce shape recognition skills, 
too. 
 

Reggio-Inspired Math Tray 
 
Use the process described here to create a 
Reggio-inspired math tray:  
 
http://www.andnextcomesl.com/2014/08/
reggio-inspired-preschool-math-tray.html  
 
This learning experience reinforces 
multiple skills and can be easily adapted 
for different interests and different skill 
levels. 

Measurable Attributes – Using Quantity  
 
Explore the concept of 
quantity by creating a center 
where children determine 
how many/how much of a 
material is necessary to 
completely fill an object, as in 
the example at right.  
 

Build it, roll it, write it: Writing numbers 0 - 10 
Consult the HWT Manual to review the specific way that the 
numbers must be taught, then work with small groups of 
children to build their competence as you: 

 Build the numbers with wooden pieces. (Video 
support here.) 

 Make the numbers with Roll-A-Dough. (Video support 
here.) 

 Write the numbers in HWT journals. After children 
draw a picture related to the number, have them 
practice writing the numbers on the page’s HWT strip. 

 

Understanding Zero 
 
Provide each child with 3 goldfish. Ask them to count their 
goldfish, “1 goldfish, 2 goldfish, 3 goldfish.” 

 Say, “We are going to catch each fish one at a time and 
eat them up!” Guide students to say how many goldfish 
they still have each time one is eaten: “3 goldfish, 2 
goldfish, 1 goldfish.” 

 Say, “There are no goldfish left. How many goldfish are 
left?” Guide students to say, “Zero! 0 goldfish!” 
 

Listen for misconceptions or misunderstandings that can be 
addressed in the Debrief.  Use any combination of the questions 
below to help students express ideas, make connections, and use 
new vocabulary (zero). 

 Show 2 blue cubes. How many cubes are blue? Yellow? 
Green? 

 How many flying elephants with green shoes are there in 
our class right now? 

 

Additional Activities to Reinforce Skills  
 
 

 Create a fun, Open-Ended Playdough Math 
center. 
 

 Create a graph of your favorite books to compare 
more/less. 
 

 Create a giant block puzzle to promote shape 
recognition. 

 

 

http://b-inspiredmama.com/holiday-dot-to-dot-counting-games/
http://b-inspiredmama.com/holiday-dot-to-dot-counting-games/
http://www.andnextcomesl.com/2014/08/reggio-inspired-preschool-math-tray.html
http://www.andnextcomesl.com/2014/08/reggio-inspired-preschool-math-tray.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cioBT3DbWTI)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AoWMqUc1xQ
http://stayathomeeducator.com/playdough-math-invitation-to-play/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed:+StayAtHomeEducator+(Stay+At+Home+Educator)
http://www.two-daloo.com/diy-giant-block-puzzle/

